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Uncommon information. Extraordinary places.

EYE ON  
THE WORLD
Products & Solutions for Intelligent Analysis

East View Geospatial (EVG) maintains offices on six continents and 
employs a multilingual staff. EVG’s distributed supplier network gathers 
off-the-shelf geospatial products and academic, statistical and media 
publishing. EVG has built metadata repositories representing open 
source information of various types. EVG either already has or knows the 
whereabouts of critical open source information to support GEOINT and 
OSINT for all parts of the world. This is a vital competency that few, if any, 
commercial enterprises can claim.

The next time you have to source authoritative content, consider asking 
East View Geospatial what is available over your area of interest. 



Focused on

East View Geospatial first brought declassified Soviet military 
information to the West in the early 1990s. Since that time, East 
View Geospatial has built many products and solutions in service 
to GEOINT and OSINT, including:

} TLM, MDG, MGCP, VMAP, DTED and CADRG geospatial 
production

} Satellite imagery sourcing, processing and analysis

} Geospatial, scientific and cultural sourcing missions in hard 
to penetrate countries

} Airport mapping databases

} Geoname translation projects

Other Resources From East View:

} Russian, Chinese and Arabic current and archival databases

} Datafeeds of Russian and Chinese hard and social science 
content

} Custom digitization and hosting of content held in foreign 
archives

Whether your mission is related to Northern Africa, China, 
Afghanistan or the Caucasus, East View Geospatial is your 
partner for sourcing and exploiting uncommon information 
from extraordinary places.

or OSINT?
GEOINT

Your organization relies on access to authoritative information that 
must increasingly be sourced from around the globe and even 
from above it.

East View Geospatial has been serving the US government, 
defense contractors, foreign governments and think tanks for 
over twenty years with hard-to-source licensed content and 
value-add production services.
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Uncommon Information. Extraordinary Places.

EYE ON  
THE WORLD
Products & Solutions for GEOINT

East View Geospatial (EVG) maintains offices on six continents and 
employs a multilingual staff. EVG’s distributed supplier network gathers 
off-the-shelf geospatial products and academic, statistical and media 
publishing. EVG has built metadata repositories representing open 
source information of various types and either already has or knows the 
whereabouts of critical open source information to support GEOINT for all 
parts of the world. This is a vital competency that few, if any, commercial 
enterprises can claim.

The next time you have to source authoritative content, consider asking 
East View Geospatial what is available over your area of interest. 




